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Stephen F

on
10/07/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










She’s one of my pets!!! Love her! Will keep upgrading her and never give her up, totally awesome. Thank you buds for a wonderful experience with my purchase. 











John N

on
03/28/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent weapon. Fit and finish is outstanding. Another smooth transaction from Buds. 











Elde S

on
04/02/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This shotgun is Great! I like the size, feels great, semi-auto! Nice Buds did it Right! Thank you! 











Ed S

on
04/01/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Purchased for 3 gun. Works very well. Shipping was great 











Del W

on
11/13/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Honestly I don't know how BUD"S did it. According to Mossberg the 930JM was replaced with the 940JM its not even listed in their catalogue. I have a Brand new 930JM that was manufactured 3 weeks before I order it. It was interesting also as I put it in the shopping cart then change my mind and felt it was gone forever as I checked about 8 hours late and it said out of stock so was having remorse but the next day I checked again and the 930JM was there again so placed the order and 10 days later I picked up a brand new just manufactured 930JM at my local dealer and I got a NEW gun for less than other used 930JM on the web. Way to go BUD'S 











Raymond P

on
03/25/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Best Gun Shop ever! Thanks guys. 











Austin B

on
05/22/2019




Rating:   2 of 5 Stars!










Would not shoot birdshot to save it's life. I tried 15... (literally 15...) different kinds. The shells empty shells would become jammed in the chamber to the point the extractor would rip the casing before they would come out. I got to the point I carried a ram rob around with me hunting to unjam the shells until I finally sold. It ran 00 and slugs like a champ, but I bought it for hunting and 3-gun. I have known several other people who have also had reliability issues with 930s. If you want to go semi-auto spend the money and buy a beneli or a versa max, or do like I did any just stick with the pump guns like shotguns were made for. 











Daniel M

on
01/28/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I am very pleased with the function of this shotgun. I ran several different types of ammo through it and it functioned flawlessly. Handling and balance are great for quick manuvering, as are loading and cycling of ammo. I use this shotgun for close range coyote hunting and highly recommend it! 











Seth K

on
12/25/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This a great shotgun. I got it simply because I wanted a fast running 12ga auto loader. After 100+ rounds of mixed bird, 00buck and pdx1 there have been zero malfunctions. Love the extras that come from the factory...oversized bolt release, over sized safety, red fiber optic front bead, etc. My one and only complaint is the forend has a little movement up and down. Overall an amazing shotgun. Just a heads up, the mag tube is slightly longer than the barrel, the picture shows it shorter. I have over 2 dozen purchases from buds over 4 or 5 years. My go to online gun shop! 











Travis S

on
07/11/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent shotgun. Cycles smoothly and very fast. No jams yet after 100 rounds of some bird shot, buck shot, and slugs. My only small complaint is that the forend feels a bit cheap and moves around a tiny bit. Comes with three choke tubes and spacers for adjusting comb height. Also comes tapped for a picatinny rail. UTG rail for Mossberg 500/590 ($10) fits nicely if you simply put a #8 lockwasher under the front two screws, which are too long in the UTG package for a 930, and need to be a bit shorter to prevent impinging on the receiver and binding the action. 











Chad G

on
05/21/2018




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










This is a great shotgun. It shoot's soft for a 12 gauge, the trigger feels awesome right from the box and the action is smooth. For the price I am very happy with it. It arrived in great condition, however it definitely needs to be cleaned the first time very well, as the protectant it is shipped in is fairly thick and not slick at all. Also, I was worried the first time I brought it out. I had bought a 100 round box of Winchester universal. Big mistake. It didn't cycle properly i.e. shells kept expanding and getting very stuck in the chamber and the extractor was tearing a hole from the rim of the shell. I cleaned it again very good, and tried again. Same problem. I was worried that this price was too good to be true, very frustrating first time out. The next day, I brought out some really hot 3" 1 7/8 oz diamond shot shells to really get the action moving. Cycled amazingly. Kicked pretty good too. I also had a 100 box of federal brand bulk. Cycled amazingly even through some very fast firing. I then staggered a few different kinds of shells, no sweat it ate them right up. I through the Winchester universals in again after all that, it became unreliable again. So, 400 shells later, it handles everything so far I've tried... slugs, buckshot, magnum this and that, just NOT Winchester universal shells... but those are definitely garbage shells. Sorry Winchester. I've had it out a few more times, and still working just fine. I even waited a few hundred shots to clean it, no more problems. Federal bulk shells sit right next to them on the shelf at my Walmart, for EXACTLY the same price, 21 bucks for 100 for some cheap shooting.. This gun is so fun and comfortable to shoot, that time will zip by and you won't believe that you'd already shot the day away. But in my experience with it... NO WINCHESTER UNIVERSAL. 











Mark B

on
02/13/2018




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Transaction as usual was fine from Bud's. First I function checked the 930 with WalMart 100 pack Federal, my go to test rounds, spits them out with authority and good to go. First I added the 250 drop shim to the stock, a perfect fit for me. A few reviews I read mentioned a loose trigger housing with the bolt forward, this was the case with this one as well. Found an article on line showing how one owner bedded the rear of the receiver to fix his. I did so using some JB Weld and some soft candle wax as the release agent for the housing, worked perfect. I also read people getting their thumb caught on the end of the lifter, well I did as well. Fixed this using the Taccom load assist, it's a thin carbon fiber looking "piano key" that attaches to the lifter with double sided 3M adhesive, works perfect. Not sure why Mossberg has not addressed these two issues as they seem to be quite common. 











Javier C

on
12/22/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a great shotgun for anyone beginning in 3 gun competition. No function issues have popped up. Unit comes with stock spacers to fit to your personal dimensions of rise or drop. Nice. Only small issue is that the magazine tube is slightly longer than the barrel. On my shotgun this makes it necessary to remove the barrel to change and tighten the different chokes because the choke tool cannot turn before running up against the magazine tube. Not a big issue on this shotgun since I don't think anyone will run anything other than improved cylinder most of the time. Buds delivered quickly as usual and I recommend this shotgun to others and would buy again. 











Justin R

on
12/06/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Absolutely love this shotgun...shoots everything I throw in it 











Craig M

on
11/09/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun! Love it. Excellent purchase experience. 











Martin P

on
10/20/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have used this gun 5 times and about 300 rounds through it and worked great. I have used bird shot and slug and cycled it well. Have had absolutely no issues with it , if you buy one I think you will be happy with it also. 











Kevin G

on
08/24/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










So far so good I can't complain too much. I've shot everything from target loads to turkey loads. It cycled and chambered the next round without a problem. The thing I like the most is being able to switch choke tubes. Most guns like this come with a fixed improved cylinder choke. That flexibility of swapping chokes is the reason I went with the Mossberg JM. Now that we've covered the positive we can cover the negative. The only thing I found with the gun so far that I don't like is the forearm is super loose and sloppy right out of the box. 











David F

on
06/20/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This shotgun runs better than my friend's, which was priced twice higher. Very reliable and accurate, perfect for 3-gun matches without braking the bank. 











Kevin T

on
06/06/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










As usual, Buds service was prompt and accurate. Haven't had a chance to fire the new addition to the family. Only place I shop for firearm, period. Best prices/ best service. 











Steve E

on
04/01/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very pleased with my purchase. It was exactly what I wanted & the quality is second to none.i would highly recommend it to anyone. 











Romero H

on
03/20/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I can't be more satisfied with the JM Pro 930 from Mossberg. This is my second Mossberg with the first being a 590 A1.The JM Pro arrived at my FFL in about 7 business days. It was brand new with all the paper work. The packging was great and there was no damage to the firearm. Upon further inspection I was very impressed with the fit and finish of the JM Pro 930. It is very light weight compared to my 590 A1 and it comes ready to go with all you need and nothing you don't. I found the fiber optic front site post to be a nice touch. This shotgun is ready for competition, skeet or trap shooting right out of the box. Do not be afraid to order this shotgun from BUD's either! Great customer service and the CHEAPEST prices on most of the desired firearms. 











Ramir M

on
02/28/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome shotgun, smooth action, no fte/ftf. 











Dennis R

on
01/04/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great shotgun. Right out of the box I knew it was a special gun. I owned several autos in my lifetime but this is the smoothest action I've seen. When you pull back on the bolt you can just feel the difference. Someone did some outstanding work designing this one. Highly recommend. All the features as advertised are superb. 











Landon H

on
10/06/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Shipping was very quick! After a quick cleaning and inspection, this gun runs flawlessly. Great ergonomic no it's, and easy to operate. I would recommend this shotgun to anyone! 











Willie E

on
08/01/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great shotgun! I enjoy shooting it! 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat

Ask the Community
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